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Ever since Rock & Roll and Blues Hall Of Famer Elvin
Bishop first hit the scene with the Paul Butterfield
Blues Band back in 1965, he’s blazed his own musical
trail. With Something Smells Funky ‘Round Here, Elvin
Bishop’s Big Fun Trio are clearly having a very good
time. Something Smells Funky ‘Round Here, finds the
group fearlessly laying it all on the line. According to
Elvin, “With a trio there’s no place to hide – you’ve got
to be pourin’ everything you got right out front. You
need to be totally into it all the time.” The album mixes
rousing, new originals, reinventions of three Bishop
classics and some unexpected, soul-shaking covers.

Wild! Wild! Wild!, the new collaboration between
Grammy-nominated singer-songwriter Robbie Fulks
and rock-and-roll royalty Linda Gail Lewis, gleefully
lives up to its title. Fulks, the record’s producer, is “one
of the most observant and wry songwriters of the past
two decades” (Rolling Stone). Ground-zero Louisianaborn rocker Lewis is the younger sister and frequent
performing partner of Jerry Lee Lewis, whose piano
innovations she carries forward. It’s as butt-shakin’ as
Beale Street, deep-rooted as the Grand Ole Opry, and
hip as a trip to The Strip. Subversive as it is reverential,
the album jumps the genre tracks of nitty-gritty rockand-roll, country-and-western, rockabilly, jump swing,
and gospel, landing in a strange slice of spacetime – call
it 1954 – when all these were One (and Linda was 7).

Rooted in triple-stacked harmonies, southern
storytelling, and cosmic country twang, Cordovas
create their own version of American roots rock with
That Santa Fe Channel. It’s a timely (and timeless)
version of a sound that’s existed for 50 years – ever
since pioneers like the Grateful Dead and the Allman
Brothers Band blurred the lines between rock, country,
and amplified folk music. That Santa Fe Channel was
produced by the Milk Carton Kids’ Kenneth Pattengale
in East Nashville. There, in a converted barn behind
the property’s main house, the guys logged countless
hours fine-tuning a sound that’s already earned praise
from outlets like NPR Music and Rolling Stone, who
described the group as “the harmony-heavy, guitarfueled house band at a Big Pink keg party in 1968.”

Seven-time Grammy Award winner Carrie Underwood
follows-up 2015’s Storyteller, her fifth consecutive
platinum album, with debut Cry Pretty. The collection
is introduced by the moving title track which the singer
says, “refers to when emotions take over and you just
can’t hold them back. It really speaks to a lot of things
that have happened in the past year and I hope when
you hear it, you can relate those feelings to those
times in your life. It’s emotional. It’s real. And it rocks!”
Underwood adds, “At this point in my career, I feel
stronger and more creative than ever. It’s emotional,
it’s soulful, it’s real, and we also have some fun on there
too.” And it shows!
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Shemekia Copeland never holds back. Her instantly
recognizable voice – capable of being sultry, assertive and
roaring – delivers every song with unparalleled honesty and
passion. Her wide-open vision of contemporary Americana
roots and soul music showcases the evolution of a passionate
artist with an up-to-the-minute musical and lyrical approach.
With America’s Child, Copeland confidently announces an
electrifying new chapter in her constantly evolving story.
Produced by Will Kimbrough (who also plays guitar on the
album) and recorded in Nashville, America’s Child features
new songs from Mary Gauthier, Kimbrough and more,
plus brilliant versions of John Prine’s “Great Rain” (a duet
with Prine), The Kinks’ “I’m Not Like Everybody Else,” and
Johnny Copeland’s “Promised Myself.” Rhiannon Giddens,
Steve Cropper, Emmylou Harris and more guest.
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